This essay explores links between Victorian nonsense poetry and poetry of the Romantic period, with a focus on narratives of quest, voyaging and escape. It discusses brief instances from various writers of the two periods and moves on to a more developed comparison between Wordsworth and Edward Lear, centring on 'The Blind Highland Boy'. The comparison between periods leads to an argument that selfcritique and scepticism were quite robustly in place from the start in the romantic period, and that obstacles to sense could at times be experienced not just as perplexity but as enjoyment shared with an audience. It also points to a further appreciation of some of the less canonical works by the most canonical writers, and suggests a tradition in which romantic aspiration was often coolly linked to a sense of absurdity.
genre in which, as Wordsworth wrote in The Prelude, 'the light of sense / Goes out '. 2 However, it goes out not completely but 'in flashes that have shewn to us / The invisible world'. William Empson suggested in his seminal essay on 'sense' in The Prelude that the metaphor implied a lighthouse's intermittences of illumination:
'Wordsworth induces his baffling sense to become a lighthouse occasionally flashing….The ecstasy both destroys normal sense and fulfils it.' 3 Fifth and lastly for now, nonsense writing is sceptical about the entire project of making sense. It assumes that we may be up to something important and worthwhile when we stop making sense. In this we might see it as an escalation of Keatsian negative capability, 'when man is capable of being in uncertainties, Mysteries, doubts, without any irritable reaching after fact & reason-'. 4 Nonsense resides in uncertainties, mysteries and doubts, it makes these its imaginative ground. It is a genre that acknowledges by its name that its capability in relation to sense is a negative one. It doesn't make a song and dance about these limitations on understanding except by making them the matter of song and dance. Nonsense writing, to conclude these opening thoughts, should not be seen as the opposite or abolition of sense but as partial sensea negotiation about where and how far we can get with being sensible.
Ambivalences around that idea enrich nineteenth-century writing across the sometimes unhelpful period bridge dividing romanticism and Victorianism.
Romanticism and nonsense are each large, disputable and multiform categories. This essay is an attempt at relating the two, at thinking about some of the dimensions and implications of what feels like a rich area of affinity and influence. Its perspective on transporting is twofold. First, on how some of the ideas and methods of the romantic period were carried over to the heyday of nonsense writing; second, on the representation in each of quests, outings and voyages. I start with a range of representative instances from major writers of the romantic period, and then focus on a comparison of Wordsworth and Edward Lear before some concluding thoughts.
The first is from William Blake, from one of the songs in the early 'An Island in the Moon', in which the baby of corruption is imagined giving some kind of monstrous incestuous birth.
And as he ran to seek his mother He met with a dead woman
He fell in love & married her
A deed which is not common 5
The 'marriage hearse' of 'London' is in prospect here, a nightmare world of generation turned upside down. When so much of what governs the world is against the rules of sense in such ways, then a rude overturning of conventional moral norms can be progressive as well as contrary. Blake sometimes imagines such reversals in exuberant and comic spirit, most notably in The Marriage of Heaven and Hell. When we hear of Ezekiel who 'eat dung, & lay so long on his right & left side' and Isaiah 5 who went 'naked and barefoot three years' (Poems, 187), we are not far from the world of Edward Lear's limericks. In the penultimate 'Memorable Fancy' of the poem the angel conducts the narrator on a journey of revelation that also turns the world upside down: 'down the winding cavern we groped our tedious way till a void boundless as a nether sky appeard beneath us. & we held by the roots of trees and hung over this immensity ' (Poems, 190 
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Spike Milligan was one of many goaded into adapting or parodying the poem.
'The boy stood on the burning deck / Whence all but he had fled -/ Twit'. 7 What sense is there, the poem wonders, in adhering to a code of conduct when it leads to death? Is it glory or idiocy? This is a question that will echo into such Victorian The charm of Hopkins' poem lies in how it preserves a respect and affection for the original (albeit misquoting it slightly). The joke works both ways; sturdy common sense has its own preposterousness converting everything to its own optics. 'No; what the poet did write ran, / "The man is father to the child"'. It did not take Nabokov to show that textual editors can run mad too. What most often gets called nonsense has no monopoly on the ridiculous. And that was all his travel's story. 14 'And that was all his travel's story': we can hear 'that was all' in two ways, the glory and integrity of 'that was the whole thing' or the shrugging concession of 'that's your lot'. The turn of phrase comes back a generation later at a moment comparably suspended between revelation and disappointment: 13 Wordsworth is perhaps more frequently juxtaposed with Lewis Carroll, prompted by the parodic relation to 'Resolution and Independence' of the White Knight's song 'I'll tell thee everything I can'; see Jabberwocky and Other Nonsense, 215-7. Alongside 'The Idiot Boy' Wordsworth's other great comic poem of 1798 is 'Peter Bell'. If the Idiot Boy narrator could be teasing, then, David Bromwich suggests, the narrator of 'Peter Bell' appears to 'fret very little about the needs of an audience'; he is 'a dotard teller whose hints we must screen out to read through '. 18 There is a sense in the poem that not fretting may be the way to make it work for the audience; it is an experiment in insouciance. And some of the time we need not read through this narrator; his mode is his message. Telling the story so simply, helplessly, unhurriedly to the poem's audience of children is a way of giving permission to fantasy. It might really for instance make little folks merry. INSERT FIG 1 [ie 
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The prologue to 'Peter Bell' begins by seeming to bring the poet back from his sky balloon, back down to earth and a village scene, from a deep romantic land that this poem calls 'fairyland'.
There was a time, a time indeed, A time when poets lived in clover.
What boots it now to keep the key
Of Fairyland? for, woe is me! Those blessed days are over.
There is a party in the Bower,
Round the stone table in my garden;
The squire is there, and as I guess, How does the setting differ from 'Peter Bell'? First, the narrator is female not male, a mother as against the 'Peter Bell' narrator whose family ties the poem leaves unmentioned. Second, she is more recognizably instructive. 'Now we are tired of boisterous joy' is something parents say to children who show no sign at all of being tired of boisterous joy, but need a reminder that they ought to be. The 'we' is wishful and didactic. 'Wisdom doth grow with children round her knees' 24 here; the parental bond was a wilder thing in 'The Idiot Boy'. Where Betty Foy sent Johnny out on his perilous journey for mysterious loving reasons of her own, the mother here offers a safer home. 22 Wordsworth, 'Poems, in Two Volumes' and Other Poems, 1800 -1807 , ed. Jared Curtis (Ithaca, 1983 . Wordsworth first added the subtitle to the manuscript versions of the poem for its 1807 publication in book form. 24 See Wordsworth's sonnet, 'I grieved for Buonaparte, with a vain', line 9;
Wordsworth: The Major Works, 267.
The voyage away from land, safety and sense is figured as a compensatory joy, answering the blind boy's yearning to go to the far places he's heard of in stories.
His rescuers pursue him.
With sound the least that can be made They follow, more and more afraid, More cautious as they draw more near;
But in his darkness he can hear, And guesses their intent. blind boy in a way beyond everybody else in the poem (Poems, in Two Volumes, 222, 228; . 28 Sometimes the protagonist has no wish to look in the right direction. INSERT FIG 8 [ To live in peace on shore. (Poems, in Two Volumes', 228) Is nonsense poetry an art of being 'reconciled'? or even of being 'pleased, and reconciled'? It has sometimes been conceived in opposite terms, as a poetry of protest, for instance by Aldous Huxley and George Orwell. 29 But this is only one possible emphasis. Nonsense often articulates protest while also narrating or implying acquiescence. In Lear, for instance, there are several stories in which getting away 28 'Poems, in Two Volumes', 222, 228; These comparisons, in conclusion, might lead us to see a Romanticism in which self-critique and scepticism were quite robustly in place from the start. They might also illuminate the awareness in writings of the romantic period that obstacles to sense can at times be experienced not just as perplexity but as enjoyment shared with an audience, uncovering a mutuality in limitation and producing a comedy of forbearance in the recognition of ordinary levels of creaturely incompetence. The comparison might also point us to a further appreciation of some of the less canonical suggest ways that talking nonsense can give some pointers to the directions of travel of romantic period writing.
